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JHPI is an international manufacturer  
and distributor of ergonomic and 
orthopaedic products.

We produce over 100 JHPI products including ergonomic 
back supports, ergonomic seat wedges and chairs, 
orthopaedic soft goods and sleep products. JHPI also 
manufacture OEM products for many companies under 
the customer’s brand name.

We distribute products to retail and online stores, home 
healthcare distributors and medical catalogue companies. 
We also operate a large fulfilment centre to manage and 
coordinate shipping activities for our customers. We 
operate manufacturing, distribution services and 
warehousing for both JHPI and its private label customer 
brands.

JHPI’s Head Office is in Berkshire, UK and has European 
and Middle Eastern representation. As well as the JHPI 
branded products, we also own a number of other brands.

JHPI is a fast growing business and is continually searching 
for new distributors and retailers around the world.

See more on our website: www.jhpi.net 
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Posture corrector for men and 
women – relieves back pain and 
improves posture – ideal for 
computer users at home and in 
the office.

BackTone

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

Our bodies are not designed to be hunched in front of a 
computer screen or slouched in front of the television for 
hours on end. So what if you could retrain your body into 
proper alignment so that you can feel comfortable sitting, 
standing and walking again, and relieving the pain and 
discomfort caused by bad posture? 

Introducing the BackTone Posture Training Device. 
Developed by a physiotherapist, BackTone is a bio-feedback 
posture corrector that promotes good postural habits and 
stops you from slouching. 

It has a small signalling unit held against your body between 
the shoulder blades and waist. Adjustable straps hold the 
BackTone in place and allows you to set BackTone’s sensitivity 
to your desired posture, ensuring that your shoulders are 
relaxed and your head is correctly positioned. As soon as you 
start to slouch, the sensor emits a beep or vibration and will 
only turn off once you have corrected your posture.

JHPI is the only authorized distributor of BackTone Posture 
Training Device.

Sit, stand and walk in comfort again.

Designed by experts to re-train you, not 
restrain you, to improve posture

• Improve your posture quickly and easily 
– BackTone is a bio-feedback posture 
corrector that prevents slouching and 
retrains your body to sit, stand and walk  
in correct alignment

• Builds core strength – by encouraging 
good postural habits, BackTone engages 
your core muscles when worn. It re-trains 
your muscle memory which strengthens 
your back over time

• Helps relieve back pain and tense 
shoulders – sit, stand and walk in comfort 
again. BackTone is designed to ease 
aches and pains caused by bad posture. 
It’s like having your own personal 
physiotherapist! 

• Easy to use and comfortable to wear 
– BackTone is worn like a backpack over 
your clothes; the adjustable straps come 
in 3 sizes to fit any body shape. You set 
the level of sensitivity of the signalling unit 
to your desired posture and comfort level

• See and feel the results within 2-3 weeks 
– wear BackTone for just 15-20 minutes  
up to 3 times a day and you will notice a 
difference in your posture within 2-3 
weeks even when you’re not wearing it!

BackTone Posture Training Device

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP4000 SM

BP4000 MD

BP4000 LG

Small 

Medium 

Large

Green 

Green 

Green
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BP1446RD
Jazzy

BP1446BL
Jazzy

BP1446GR
Jazzy

BP1446BK
Jazzy

Kneeling chairs were developed by the 
ergonomic concept “A strong back is a 
healthy back”. By promoting good 
posture, the chairs strengthen the 
lower back muscles helping spinal 
alignment and support. Kneeling chairs 
are recommended by medical 
professionals around the world. The 
chairs have a three year warranty and a 
maximum weight limit of 125 kgs.

Ergonomic 
Seating
Kneeling Chairs

Supporting healthy lifestyles

Jazzy Kneeling Chairs

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1446GR

42 x 69 x 69 cm d 
x 48.75-56.25 cm h

Grey

BP1446RD Red

BP1446BL Blu e

BP1446BK Black
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Solace Kneeling Chairs

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1442 Solace 69 x 69 x 56-67 cm
BlackBP1445 Solace  

(Viscofoam)
69 x 69 x 56-67 cm

BP1442 
Solace

BP1445 
Solace
(Viscofoam)

The BP1442 Solace 
Kneeling Chair Range 
by JHPI Ltd, a simple 
yet effective way to 
help manage correct 
posture.
This ergonomic chair 
is designed to ease 
discomfort associ-
ated with sitting for 
prolonged periods 
of time by provid-
ing more room for 

The BP1442 Solace Kneeling Chair 
Range by JHPI Ltd, a simple yet ef-
fective way to help manage correct 
posture.
This ergonomic chair is designed 
to ease discomfort associated with 
sitting for prolonged periods of 
time by providing more room for 
the hips, which are directly con-
nected to the muscles of the lower 
back. This allows the spine and hip 
muscles to expand as opposed to 
tighten, thus providing pain relief 
and helping reduce the recurrence 
of back problems.
Without the distraction of the pain 
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BP1442 
Kit

BP1448 Mesh 
Back only

Kit Kneeling Chairs

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1442 Kit

42 x 69 x 69 cm d  
x 48.75-56.25 cm h

Black

BP1442 Kit 
Mesh Back  
(full chair)

Bl ack

BP1448 Mesh Back 
only

Black

BP1442 Kit  
Mesh Back 
(full chair)

Kneeling Chairs

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net

The BP1442 Solace Kneeling Chair 
Range by JHPI Ltd, a simple yet 
effective way to help manage correct 
posture.
This ergonomic chair is designed to 
ease discomfort associated with sitting 
for prolonged periods of time by 
providing more room for the hips, which 
are directly connected to the muscles 
of the lower back. This allows the spine 
and hip muscles to expand as opposed 
to tighten, thus providing pain relief 
and helping reduce the recurrence of 
back problems.
Without the distraction of the pain 
associated with your bad back, you can 
now sit and work in comfort in your 
home office, feel better and focus with 
a clear head.
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Classic Wooden Kneeling Chairs

BP1550GR

BP1650BK

BP1655BK

JHPI designed wooden 
posture kneeling chairs – one 
of the most popular in the 
range. Available in black and 
beige, the Classic Wooden 
Kneeling Chair helps you 
maintain the correct position 
no matter what your height. 
The BP1655 edition has the 
added benefit of visco elastic 
memory foam.

Kneeling Chairs
Item number: Size: Colours: Detail:

BP1650BK 48 x 60 x 64-74 cm Black

Polyurethane foam covered 
with durable fabric

BP1650LGR 48 x 60 x 64-74 cm Light Grey

BP1650DGR 48 x 60 x 64-74cm Dark Grey

BP1655BK 48 x 60 x 64-74 cm Black
Visco Elastic Memory foam 
covered with durable fabric

BP1660BK XX Black XX

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

BP1660BK

BetterPosture Saddle Chair
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Active Balance Seat

BP1465BK BP1465RD

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1465

(Star Base) 63 cm Diameter

Lowest Seat Height – 53 cm

  Highest Seat Height – 71 cm

 Black Vinyl

Red Vinyl

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1462

Overall Width 62 cm

Lowest Seat Height – 52 cm

Highest Seat Height – 68.6 cm

Black

BP1462
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Back Care BetterBack ErgoSeat with BetterBack Car Pad

Comfortable, anatomically correct 
sitting is essential for both good 
health and personal well-being. 
Sitting incorrectly in the same 
position for extended periods  
of time can cause unnecessary 
backaches, strain and excessive 
fatigue. JHPI prides itself in the 
design and manufacture of high 
quality back support products 
that are specifically structured  
to follow the natural  
shape of the human body.

Item number: Size: Colours:

BB1000 BK 46 x 48 cm (Folded) Black

BB1000 BL 46 x 48 cm (Folded) Blue

BB1000 GR 46 x 48 cm (Folded) Grey

BetterBack

BB1000 BK BB1000 BL BB1000 GR

BetterBack ErgoSeat VLS – with Lumbar Adjustment

Item number: Size: Colours:

BB1020 VLS 46 x 48 cm (Folded) BlackSee more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 
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BetterBack Car Support

BetterBack Car Support

Item number: Size: Colours:

BB1050BK 48 x 38 x 5 cm Black

BB1050BL 48 x 38 x 5 cm Blue

BB1050GR 48 x 38 x 5 cm Grey

BetterBack Car Ergonomic Back Support – portable lower back 
support for chair, car seats, home use and office chairs for bad backs

• Contoured wooden frame

• Includes attaching strap

• Promotes correct posture while sitting

BB1050GRBB1050BK BB1050BL
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BB6001BLBB6006BK

Standard Lumbar Support

Item number: Size: Colours:

BB6001BK 36 x 30 x 10 cm Black

BB6001BL 36 x 30 x 10 cm Blue

BB6001GR 36 x 30 x 10 cm Grey

Deluxe Visco Lumbar Support

Item number: Size: Colours:

BB6006BK 38 x 33 x 8 cm Black

BB6006BL 38 x 33 x 8 cm Blue

BB6006GR 38 x 33 x 8 cm Grey

These winged lumbar supports 
have all the benefits of the 
regular lumbar supports, with a 
winged shape to hug the back.  
All the lumbar supports include 
an adjustable strap for easy 
attachment to users chair or  
car seat.

Lumbar Supports

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 
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help prevent lower back pain. The tapered 
angle of the wedges encourage correct 
posture. Available in various sizes and 

sacro versions with coccyx (tailbone) cut-out to reduce 
spinal pressure. Made of high quality polyurethane foam 
and covered with a washable, durable twill fabric.

BP1003BK

BP1002BK BP1006GR

BP1007BK BP1007BL

Visco Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1004BK 43 x 33 x 10/4 cm Black

BP1004BL 43 x 33 x 10/4 cm Blue

BP1004GR 43 x 33 x 10/4 cm Grey

Sacro Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1003BK 46 x 35 x 3/7.5 cm Black

Bay Jacobsen Large Sitting Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1006GR 40 x 40 x 1/7 cm Grey

Bay Jacobsen Small Sitting Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1007BK 35 x 35 x 1/7 cm Black

BP1007BL 35 x 35 x 1/7 cm Blue

BP1007GR 35 x 35 x 1/7 cm Grey

Sacro Wedge Plus

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1002BK 41 x 43 x 2-7 cm Black

BP1002BL 41 x 43 x 2-7 cm Blue

BP1002GR 41 x 43 x 2-7 cm Grey

Seat wedges

BP1004BK
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Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1250

30.5 x 45.7 cm 
(note: 49.5 cm  
including the legs)

0 to 20 degrees with 
5.1 x 15.2 cm Height

Black/Wood

BetterPosture Footrest

The JHPI Footrest creates a 
strong working position at your 
desk and reduces strain on 
your legs, back and neck, easy 
to tilt with adjustable platforms 
and non-slip textured surfaces.

BP1250

Footrests

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

Helps tip the pelvis backward, reducing stress and strain on the back. 
Angle adjustable, forward or back, for all day seating comfort. 
Tubular chrome frame with non-slip textured board.

BetterPosture Footrest

Item number: Size: Colours:

BP1210 48 x 30 x 7.5 cm Black/Chrome

BP1220 48 x 30 x 15.2 cm Black/Chrome

BP1210

BP1220
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Ring cushions are designed to  
relieve pressure on the perineum  
and assist with pain relief of bruised 
coccyx (tailbone) and helps with 
haemorrhoid discomfort. 

Made of high compression foam  
for maximum support and durability 
and covered with a removable poly/
cotton white or plaid cover.

Ring Cushion

Item number: Size: Colours:

A1016/PL 41 x 36 x 8 cm 
16“

Plaid

A1016/WH White

A1018/PL 46 x 41 x 8 cm  
18“

Plaid

A1018/WH White

A1020/PL 51 x 41 x 8 cm 
20“

Plaid

A1020/WH White

Ring Cushion

A1018

A1016

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 
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PUX Shoeless Arch Supports

These patented Shoeless 
Arch Supports are designed  
to provide comfort for people 
with flat or weak arches but  
are not intended for any 
medical purpose.

• Designed to be worn on bare 
foot or over socks

• Non-slip tread on bottom 
surface to reduce slippage 
whether indoors or outdoors

•  Adjustable hook and loop 
closure allows user to 
customize size

•  Made from a comfortable, 
durable, safe, rubber-like 
EVA material

•  Easy to clean and does not 
absorb contaminants

Item number: Size: Colours:

BH7000 S/M Green

BH7000 L Green

PUX



Using ice, or even a bag of frozen peas, is a 
well-known way of relieving aches, pains 
and muscle tension. In fact the use of 
extreme cold in medical procedures is 
widespread and is called cryotherapy. 

Here at JHPI we recently discovered Cool 
Gel, a cooling analgesic gel, through one of 
our distributors who was enthusing about it. 
Since then we have seen through first-hand 
experience its effectiveness and versatility. 
Cool Gel begins working immediately 
offering instant pain relief. It would be 
useful for muscle or joint pain, tendonitis, 
arthritis as well as all those aches and pains 
associated with spending too much time 
sitting at a desk or using technology.  

Cool Gel

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 
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Unlike most other pain relieving 
gels, Cool Gel can also be used 
with ultrasound making it a versatile 
product for physiotherapists as 
well. The gel contains Eucalyptus 
extract and has no Parabens, 
Propylene Glycol or Parfum. 

Item number: Size:

BH1350 215ml

BH1375 500ml

Cool Gel

BH1375

BH1350
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Item number: Size: Colours:

BR1550/MD 50 x 40 x 10/7 cm White

BR1550/LG 50 x 40 x 12/9 cm White

BR1550/QN 60 x 40 x 10/7 cm White

Viscoflex Cervical Pillow

Memory cervical pillows provide 
therapeutic neck support by 
conforming to and properly aligning 
your head and neck with your spine. 
Our pillows are made from premium 
heat sensitive visco elastic memory  
foam and are ergonomically designed 
for optimum support of the natural 
curve of the spine.

Sleep Products

Cervical Pillows

BR1550

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

The BetterNeck travel pillow is ergonomically designed to 
support your head and neck. The unique shape has been 
specifically designed to cradle your neck to relieve pressure, 
prevent stiffness and alleviate soreness.

The heat sensitive visco elastic memory foam custom 
contours to the shape of your head and neck. The pillow 
makes travel by plane, train or car more pleasant by 
providing proper, comfortable orthopedic neck support. It is 
lightweight and fits easily into a carry-on bag or back pack.

BetterNeck Travel Pillow

BetterNeck Neck Travel Pillow

Item number: Size: Colours:

BR1750 33 x 25 x 8 cm Ivory

Sleep
 Pro

d
ucts
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Cervical rolls in memory foam can help 
reduce head, neck, shoulder and back 
discomfort. A cervical roll is designed 
to properly align the spine, keeping the 
upper body and back muscles relaxed 
and free from tension. They are great 
to use for travelling, watching TV, 
reading, or sleeping.

BetterNeck Cervical Roll

Item number: Size: Colours:

BR1800/SM 45 x 10 cm diameter Ivory

BR1800/LG 45 x 15 cm diameter Ivory

Cervical Rolls

BR1800/LG

BR1800/SMSee more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

The leg spacer is designed to maintain proper separation of your 
legs to reduce strain on the lower back. Supportive polyurethane 
foam with zippered terry cloth cover.

Item number: Size: Colours:

BR3200 25 x 15 x 15 cm Ivory

BR3250 (with strap) 25 x 15 x 15 cm Ivory

Spine Reliever Leg Spacer

Leg Spacer

BR3200

BR3250

Sleep
 Pro

d
ucts
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The bed and leg wedges provide the 
ultimate in comfort and support. 
Designed for people with problems 
including breathing, poor circulation, 
hiatus hernia, back or neck problems, 
acid indigestion or reflux. The wedge 
system enables the user to get the body 
into a Zero-Gravity position, relieving 
stress and strain on the lower back. The 
visco elastic memory foam custom 
contours to the body, relieving pain and 
discomfort. Supportive polyurethane 
base with a 2.5 cm visco elastic memory 
foam topping comes with a zippered, 
removable ecru velour cover.

Bed and Leg Support 
Wedges

See more on our website: 
www.jhpi.net 

Spine Reliever® Bed Wedge 
(BR2500)

Spine Reliever® Leg Wedge 
(BR2550/MD shown)

Spine Reliever® Bed Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BR2500 52 x 46 x 58 cm Ecru

Spine Reliever® Leg Wedge

Item number: Size: Colours:

BR2550/SM 51 x 38 x 19 cm

EcruBR2550/MD 51 x 53 x 22 cm

BR2550/LG 51 x 58 x 25 cm

Sleep
 Pro

d
ucts



JHPI Ltd. 
PO Box 5058 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire 
SL60 1NX

T:  +44 1628 777301 
E:  sales@jobri.co.uk

www.jhpi.net 
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